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a private driver for the president of the company,

The enclosed environment to outside economy and

and because of this intimate relationship, even vice

the self-sufficiency of ethnic economy in Chinese

presidents in the company had to be respectful to

ethnic enclaves provide immigrants with more busi-

Kwong, since, according to Kwong, “they regarded

ness opportunities among their co-ethnic group,

me as a big character, as well and were afraid that

which also creates job opportunities for newcomers.

I would speak something bad of them to my boss.”

For these newcomers, ethnic enclaves are not only

Sometimes other employees would even bribe

temporary shelters upon arrival but also places in

Abstract In this study, I investigated how different forms of human capital and social capital of new Chinese

Kwong for promotion in the company. Kwong’s

which they can securely earn a living. However,

immigrants affect their job-search and job transitions in the Flushing area. I conducted sixteen in-

parents migrated to the U.S. in 1998, and although

facing the same problems with Kwong, newcomers

depth interviews with new Chinese immigrants who were seeking job opportunities within Flush-

they still did not have a legal immigration status,

must engage in brand new job opportunities, most

ing, documenting not only their personal background but also their immigration and working

Kwong’s parents rented a piece of farmland in New

of which are beyond their imaginations from when

experiences in both China and the United States. Results indicate that the aggregation of certain

Jersey. They thought that even agricultural work in

they were in China.

human capital has positive influence on immigrants’ income, rather on immigrants’ job-findings

the U.S. was more lucrative than working in a sec-

and job transitions. The efficiency of social ties, instead of strength of social ties, is a more signifi-

ondary city in China, and their only hope was that

The industries in Flushing are mostly service-ori-

cant unit of analysis in the co-ethnic labor market. Though immigrants’ efficient social ties may be

their children could reunite with them. Therefore,

ented, such as restaurants, supermarkets, interior

helpful for finding their first jobs in the U.S., the efficiency of social ties with regards to job-search-

Kwong, with his wife and son, finally moved into

design and construction, logistics, and beauty sa-

ing may dramatically decrease as immigrants stay longer in the U.S. As a result, social ties may not

the United States in 2010. However, when Kwong

lons (Wong 1998; Chua 2002; Chin 2005; Tsai 2009;

have a salient influence on immigrants’ job transitions.

and his family eventually reunited in the United

Zhou 2009). This variety of businesses provides

States and lived there for several years, Kwong re-

immigrants with abundant job opportunities, yet

alized that the United States was not “the promised

these positions are invariably service-oriented low-

land” for him. The quondam “big character” now

end occupations paying nearly minimum wage and

is washing dishes and cleaning tables in a Chinese

with long working hours (Zhou 1992; Tsai 2009). Yet,

restaurant in Flushing for twelve hours a day.

although with this inferior wage and working con-
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It’s different if you want to find a job in the U.S.

I got the same job as I had in China, could I commu-

I mean, I would also wanted to be a driver in the Unit-

nicate with my boss? I probably wouldn’t even un-

ed States, but my parents could not provide me such

derstand where he wanted to go, and let alone to be

In Flushing, Kwong is not alone. Tens of thousands

a job here, and I don’t have legal status. No American

a close friend to him. Such a guy who has no English

of new Chinese immigrants flock into the Chinese

people would like to hire an undocumented Chinese

proficiency, no legal status, no citizenship, you have

community within Flushing every year (Zhou 1992;

As Kwong stated in the above excerpt, immigrants

immigrant to drive for them. Without SSN, they won’t

no rights to choose your job. Somehow, it is the job

2009; Wong 1998; Lim 2013), and as of 2010, there

without English proficiency, legal status, and social

trust you at all. Even if there is such a miracle that

that chooses [sic] you.

were 71,601 documented Chinese living in Flush-

ties seem to be at a disadvantage with those who

ing, which accounted for 28.5% of the entire popu-

have stronger human and social capital in the ethnic

he above is an excerpt from an interview with

lation in that area. Besides them, there are undocu-

labor market, similar to the job-finding and job tran-

Kwong. When Kwong was 17 years old, af-

mented immigrants who entered the U.S. with their

sitions process in the primary labor market outside

ciology at Columbia University. His research interests lie in

ter graduating from junior high school in China,

tourist visas and decided to stay in the U.S. for a

of the ethnic enclave. However, there are some par-

economic sociology, labor market, and immigration studies.

Kwong’s father, a local government official, offered

longer time to earn money. Most of the newcomers,

ticularities of the Chinese ethnic labor market that

him a full-time driving job at a large state-owned

like Kwong, lack elementary English language skills

emerged in my research, specifically that stronger

company in China. A few years later, Kwong became

and legal immigration status (Tsai 2009; Lim 2013).

human capital does not necessarily amount to easier
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job-finding, and the strength of social ties (strong

within and outside ethnic enclave is large: enclave

The ethnic economy theory delineates the mean-

bor market. Phillips and Massey (1999) discussed

ties or weak ties) (Granovetter 1973; 1995) may not be

workers have worse jobs at lower pay than those

ing of low-skilled labor market to low-skilled im-

in detail the human capital and social capital of

an indicator of the ease of job-finding and job transi-

outside of the enclave.

migrants. This theory implies that the ethnic low-

immigrants. Through their research on Mexican

skilled labor market, on the one hand, might be a

immigrants, they summarized the general pat-

The ethnic economy theory discusses the econo-

shelter for immigrants through avoiding compe-

tern of the relation between immigrants’ wage

my’s role in immigrants’ welfare. The discussion

tition with White and other minority laborers, but

and their human and social capital, and found that

mainly explores the reasons why ethnic labor mar-

on the other hand, probably restrains immigrants’

wages are determined primarily by human capital

ket affects immigrants’ well-being differently. On

mobilization through requiring low-skilled immi-

and to a lesser extent by social capital, and increase

the one hand, some research suggest that the eth-

grants to perform low-skilled work and earn low

with education, English language ability, and U.S.

nic enclave opens opportunities for its members

wages. Applying the ethnic economy theory to an-

job experience. However, legal status did not have

In the last few decades, the ethnic enclave is one

which were not easily obtained in larger society,

alyze low-skilled immigrants’ job-finding may ex-

much significant influence on the wages of low in-

of the most crucial topics in the research on im-

and shelters immigrants from discrimination and

plain why low-skilled immigrants prefer to find jobs

come immigrants.

migration issues. Scholars focus on the relation

government regulation (Wilson and Portes 1980;

in a co-ethnic environment, and the characteristics

between earnings and human and social capital of

Portes and Bach 1985; Zhou and Logan 1989; Zhou

of low-skilled immigrants’ potential job opportuni-

immigrants in host countries. Most of them believe

1992; 2009; Bates 1994; Lin 1998; Xie and Gough

ties in the low-skilled labor market.

that the human capital and social capital would be

2011). The shelter effect of the ethnic enclave main-

the primary predictors of immigrants’ earnings in

ly refers to the co-ethnic environment, which re-

labor market (Becker 1962), but they have different

duces the barriers such as English language skill

opinions on the relationship between co-ethnic

and different customs that immigrants may face

A fair numbers of researchers attribute immi-

Coleman 1988; Zhou 1992; Nee, Sanders, and Ser-

environments and immigrants’ well-being. Portes

in the mainstream labor market (Zhou and Logan

grant workers’ low wages to their human capital

nau 1994; Hagan, Lowe, and Quingla 2011; Mane

found that immigrant workers in the enclave labor

1989; Bates 1994; Nee, Sanders, and Sernau 1994;

and social capital (Phillips and Massey 1999; Car-

and Waldorf 2013). Generally, higher human capital

market achieve greater returns on human capital

Chua 2002).

nevale and Rose 2001; Pérez and Muñoz 2001; Lo-

indicates higher wages in the labor market (Beck-

gan, Zhang, and Alba 2002; Maxwell 2008). Logan

er 1962; Bohon 2001; Zhou 2009). Some researchers

tions in the Chinese ethnic labor market.

Theoretical Framework and Literature
Review
The Ethnic Enclave and Enclave Economy

than those who participate in the outside econo-

Human Capital and Social Ties
The discussion of human capital mostly revolves
around how human capital affects the wage of indi-

Low Wages and Labor Markets

viduals, and specifically, immigrants (Becker 1962;

my (Wilson and Portes 1980; Portes and Bach 1985;

On the other hand, the co-ethnic environment also,

and colleagues (2002) compared immigrants’ data

have noticed the discrepancy between human cap-

Zhou and Logan 1989; Waldinger 1993). However,

to some extent, constrains immigrants’ mobility

from New York and Los Angeles and found that

ital that was acquired in the country of origins and

Sanders and Nee (1987) suggest that as long as im-

in labor market and leads to exploitation of immi-

in an ethnic community, residents are more likely

that was acquired in receiving countries, and they

migrants lack the cultural and language skills of

grants (Sanders and Nee 1987; Bonacich 1988; Zhou

to have less human capital, such as foreign birth,

argue that the transferability of human capital de-

the host country, their employment opportunities

and Logan 1989; Bailey and Waldinger 1991; Zhou

limited English language facility, and fewer years

termines the effects of human capital in the receiv-

are usually limited to relatively poor paying jobs.

1992; Bohon 2001). One interpretation of this finding

of education. Pérez and Muñoz (2001), in their re-

ing countries (Friedberg 2000; Mane and Waldorf

Zhou and Logan (1989) point out that among New

is that the industries in the ethnic enclave are main-

search on low wage Latino workers, argue that for

2013). Other studies find that some forms of human

York’s Chinese immigrants, some enclave work-

ly labor-intensive and low-skilled oriented, which

any worker education is the most significant hu-

capital, such as English proficiency and education-

ers are able to take advantage of specific forms

requires a large number of cheap laborers and mere-

man capital predictor of earnings and labor market

al attainment, have a significant influence on im-

of human capital (college education and English

ly basic professional skills. Low-skilled immigrants

success, and they also suggest that specific skills

migrants’ wages and mobility in the labor market

language ability) to increase earnings, and their

rarely accumulate human capital in such an envi-

are an important indicator of high-paying jobs.

(Portes and Bach 1985; Zhou and Logan 1989; Zhou

empirical research reveals that the absolute earn-

ronment and, unfortunately, are often trapped in it

Carnevale and Rose (2001) also consider education

1992; Nee, Sanders, and Sernau 1994; Sanders, Nee,

ing gap between workers (both male and female)

(Bohon 2001; Zhou 2009).

to be of great importance for the success in the la-

and Sernau 2002). Social capital theory mainly
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focuses on the social ties of immigrants in new la-

sonal ties have a strong influence on immigrants’

economic returns or social status, and this work is

The theory of job transitions plays a crucial role in

bor markets, and how immigrants find their jobs

job-finding, and it is usually acquaintances (weak

willing to resolve this problem.

illustrating the pattern of immigrants’ mobility in

in new environments through their social ties.

ties) rather than family or close friends that serve as

A prevailing assumption of social capital theory

bridges between networks, since strong ties are re-

is that social ties are vital resources which enable

garded as belonging to similar networks with access

immigrants to find their economic and social nich-

to comparable resources as the subjects’ own net-

The theory of job transitions contends that across

market. But, noticeably, the upward mobilization is

es in host countries. In other words, social capital

works. However, other thinkers believe that merely

a succession of jobs and over time immigrants are

not guaranteed, and there are some preconditions

is a key factor in immigrant’s assimilation process

analyzing the strength of ties is pointless, and fill-

inclined to change their jobs from informal/ethnic

that must be fulfilled before successful mobilization.

(Sanders, Nee, and Sernau 2002).

ing and bridging the structural gaps between differ-

domains to formal/open domains which offer high-

Among the various forms of human capital, English

ent networks are more important (Burt 1992). In an

er wages and better working conditions, and that

proficiency has salient impact on immigrants’ up-

Social ties, as a principal component of social capi-

immigration context, the theory of weak ties is not

the job transitions among immigrant workers will

ward mobility: research suggest that workers with

tal, are especially significant for low-skilled immi-

as convincing as the theory of structural gaps, since

involve routine moves across ethnic boundaries,

little English and few other skills may be trapped

grants, and their social networks play a significant

immigrants’ networks are dramatically changed as

fields of work, and sectors of the labor market (Nee,

in jobs with few prospects for career mobility (Nee,

role in the matching and sorting of immigrants

they immigrate into a new environment, and are

Sanders, and Sernau 1994). The underlying idea of

Sanders, and Sernau 1994; Chin 2005; Zhou 2009).

to potential jobs in receiving societies (Bailey and

different from the research subjects of Granovetter’s

this theory is that immigrants’ social mobility fol-

Therefore, English proficiency is a necessary pre-

Waldinger 1991) and in establishing the basis for

work.

lows an upward trajectory with the accumulation

condition for immigrants’ upward mobilization.

of human capital. For example, the more jobs one

Applying the theory of job transitions into the low-

mutual trust and cooperation (Portes and Sensen-

low-skilled labor markets, and the increase of immigrants’ human capital and social ties is the key fac-

Job Transitions in the Labor Market

tor inducing immigrants’ mobilizations in the labor

brenner 1993). This mutual trust and cooperation

Human and social capital simultaneously influence

has been working at or the longer time one has been

skilled labor market context could help explain the

between immigrants and their contacts, which

immigrants’ job-finding and well-being in labor

living in the host country, the higher social mobility

stagnation of some low-skilled immigrants’ mobi-

facilitate the sharing of resources such as the dis-

market. Human capital theory could help explain

one may obtain. Since the more jobs one has done

lization. Although some immigrants might have

semination of information to help people obtain

why certain immigrants with high human capital

before and the more working experiences he or she

been living and working in host countries for a long

employment, can strongly affect the well-being of

are still trapped in the low-skilled labor market,

could attain, the accumulation of human capital

period, due to lack of English language skills, jobs

immigrants and the development of ethnic enter-

and which forms of human capital are more im-

enables immigrants to be more competitive in the

transitions may not always give rise to higher wages

prises (Portes and Bach 1985; Light and Banacich

portant to immigrants’ job-finding than others. So-

labor market. Consequently, the wage and working

or better occupations. The theory of job transitions

1988; Sanders, Nee, and Sernau 2002). Immigrants’

cial capital could explicate not only the job-finding

condition will be improved accordingly, and the

provides perspectives not only on the trend of im-

social networks are largely based on family and

process but also the job transitions of low-skilled

wages and working conditions may even converge

migrant mobilization in labor markets but also on

ethnic ties, which constitute the social capital that

immigrants (Sanders, Nee, and Sernau 2002). How-

to those of natives’ (Borjas 2006; Mane and Waldorf

the preconditions of mobilization.

immigrants can draw on to improve their economic

ever noticeably, the current human capital theory

2013). Also, the longer time one has been living in

and social status (Sanders and Nee 1996; Sanders,

is inadequate to explain the specific human capi-

host countries provides immigrants with more op-

These theories have all discussed the influence of

Nee, and Sernau 2002).

tal’s impact on the well-being of immigrants. Many

portunities to become familiar with the labor mar-

the immigrants’ human and social capital on their

scholars point out that English proficiency and ed-

ket (Sanders, Nee, and Sernau 2002). Additionally,

well-being in labor market. However, most of these

Granovetter has found that people in labor markets

ucational attainments positively influence immi-

immigrants are able to obtain more job-relevant in-

theories’ conclusions are not from a micro perspec-

have either formal or informal ways of finding a job,

grants’ wages (Zhou and Logan 1989; Zhou 1992;

formation from the new ties they have built during

tive in the sense that they assumed the human or

and they usually rely on their informal individual

Chua 2002), yet few of these theories discuss which

the time when they were living in host countries,

social capital as a single variable rather than con-

contacts rather than formal channels. Granovetter

form of human capital has the primary impact, and

which allows immigrants to move into cozier occu-

sisting of combinations of specific factors, and they

(1973; 1995) illustrates that the strength of interper-

which does not significantly influence immigrants’

pations or more lucrative jobs.

did not explore how specific forms of human and
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social capital operate in the co-ethnic labor market,

they could conduct basic conversations in English,

wide-open layout, may not be as orderly as those

all of them as long as I went to Flushing or China-

and which form of human and social capital is more

though their pronunciation and grammar may still

in Chinatown of Manhattan in the sense that the

town. When I was in the employment agency, all

important for the immigrants’ job-finding and job

be problematic, whereas the rest of the interview-

staff has only one little office desk, and customers

the job-relevant phone calls the boss had made and

transitions. In this study, I will examine these un-

ees could recognize a few English words and were

freely sit beside the staff to ask questions direct-

her most of the job-relevant conversations with

solved questions.

incapable of communicating in English. Except for

ly. Most important, due to the wide open space in

customers were tracked.

one, all of the other immigrants had at least one

Flushing’s employment agencies, people can lin-

working experience in the United States, and all of

ger in their waiting areas for longer time, which

their previous occupations were low-end jobs with

enables interactions that are much more frequent

My data were derived from sixteen in-depth inter-

an average monthly wage of around 2000 to 2500

than those in their counterparts in Manhattan;

The two main methods of this study are semi-struc-

views with low-skilled immigrants and observa-

dollars.

sometimes even the bosses would join in on the

tured qualitative interviews and ethnographic ob-

customers’ interactions.

servations conducted in a nearly one-year period.

Data

tions in employment agencies. Fifteen interviews

Methods

were conducted with immigrants who were seek-

In terms of the observations, I visited all the em-

ing job opportunities, and one was with the head

ployment agencies in Flushing, and a majority of

There are five agencies close to Flushing’s main

in New York City since September 2013, and the

of an employment agency. Six of my interviewees

them in Manhattan’s Chinatown. These employ-

street, and the employment agency I visited most

numerous employment agencies caught my atten-

had obtained working permission from the U.S.

ment agencies are private and are run by earlier

frequently was the one owned by a female Chi-

tion. In the next seven months, I spent three days

government, and the other immigrants were all

Chinese immigrants, most of whom have migrat-

nese immigrant, Miss Lee, who obtained her U.S.

per week on average visiting those employment

undocumented immigrants who were seeking po-

ed to the U.S. more than ten years ago. The pri-

citizenship twelve years ago. Miss Lee’s agency

agencies to perform observations and to recruit

litical asylum or other channels to obtain work-

mary business of these agencies is distributing job

is not large, and she is both the only staff and the

potential interviewees. My ethnographic observa-

ing permission or citizenship in the United States.

opportunities to their customers, such as intro-

owner of this agency. Her agency is located at the

tions were conducted in one employment agency,

Three participants obtained a Bachelor’s degree,

ducing immigrants to the positions they collected

second floor of a low building with extremely nar-

since it is one of the largest employment agencies

and only one had a Master’s degree. For the rest of

from employers. The site of employment agencies

row stairway. The reason I lingered in Miss Lee’s

in Flushing with relatively more customers. These

the participants, three attended high school or the

abuts each other; typically they cluster in the pri-

agency more frequently than in others is that her

employment agencies are close to each other, and

equivalent professional school, and others ended

mary business streets of the Chinese community

agency has a larger waiting area, in which more

immigrants usually visit all of them one by one.

up with a junior high school education. Four of six-

with inconspicuous signboards which bear their

Chinese immigrants could stay. More customers

As this employment agency had a spacious wait-

teen interviewees came from rural area in China,

names in Chinese characters. Most of these agen-

meant more opportunities for them to talk to each

ing area, more immigrants would sojourn in here

eight were from secondary cities,1 and four were

cies are no larger than 200 square feet and with

other, thereby there were more interactions in this

for longer time than in other employment agencies.

from metropolises such as Beijing, Shanghai, Wu-

only one to three staff, who are also the heads of

agency than in other agencies, which also provid-

Most of the time in the employment agency I was

han, and Harbin. Their occupations in China varied

the agencies. The employment agencies in Chi-

ed me with more data on the target group of my re-

quietly sitting in the waiting area with other im-

extremely from medicine doctor, college professor,

natown of Manhattan always have a big counter

search. Miss Lee was affable and conversable in the

migrants who were waiting for job opportunities.

and civil servant to taxi driver, self-employed busi-

within them, which to some extent makes them

sense that she is fond of participating in her cus-

I observed the interactions among immigrants

nessman, and farmer. Only three of the interview-

look like banks or bureaucratic departments. Typ-

tomers’ interactions, which enables me to explicitly

and those between immigrants and the boss, and

ees had fair English proficiency, which meant that

ically, a huge transparent glass wall or iron fence

observe how she distributed job opportunities to

I especially focused on how the job opportunities

was erected above the counter, which was also

immigrants.

were distributed in the employment agencies, peo-

The secondary cities refer to those cities that are less developed than Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, and Shenzhen in
terms of the economic growth, but are more developed than
other cities within China.

1
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I began visiting Flushing and other Chinatowns

pasted with several stickers with employment in-

ple’s perceptions of the job opportunities, and their

formation, to separate customers and staff. Where-

Although my observations were mostly conduct-

living situations in the labor markets. I anticipated

as Flushing’s employment agencies usually have a

ed in one of these employment agencies, I visited

that from their interactions with each other certain
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hidden rules of the labor market could be uncov-

English Proficiency

ered. My interviewees were recruited from the

ally be in English, and some agencies recruit both

In a low-skilled labor market, requiring English

employees who could speak English and those

language skills does not necessarily indicate that

waiting immigrants in employment agencies. Inter-

Although Flushing provides a co-ethnic environ-

who could not. For instance, cashier and waiter are

one job is of a higher status than other jobs, but

views revolved around semi-structured questions

ment for newcomers, in which newcomers and im-

occupations that might need to communicate with

reflects more the economic logic of low-skilled la-

addressing immigrants’ individual human capi-

migrants without any English proficiency could

customers face to face in English, and construc-

bor. If one serves customers face to face, he or she

tal, social capital, their working history in China,

still survive and have their demands met by Chi-

tion workers, delivery workers, and workers in the

has the opportunity to receive tips, which directly

their working experiences in the U.S., and opinions

nese businesses, living in Flushing is different from

back-kitchen of Chinese restaurants do not need

increases their income. This discrepancy was sa-

on their living circumstances in the United States.

working in Flushing. As the target groups of these

any English language skills at all. According to my

liently reflected in the jobs in restaurants. One im-

Aside from the structured questions, some of the

Chinese businesses are not solely Chinese immi-

observations, only few jobs require employees to

migrant who used to be a laborer in a back-kitchen

questions were asked variedly based on responses

grants and these businesses also serve other ethnic

have English language skills, but these jobs could

said to me:

from participants.

minorities and customers outside Flushing, some

offer higher wage for employees. Some excerpts

jobs in Flushing still require immigrants to have

could confirm my observations:

I cannot do any other jobs, I could not speak good En-

My arguments were formulated through my em-

certain degree of English language skills. However,

pirical findings from interviews, most of which are

not all occupations require employees to have En-

Interviewer: Which skill do you think is the most

can speak good English, you can work as a busboy in

the perceptions of immigrants to the labor market,

glish language skills, and these exact occupations

necessary for you right now, and why?

the restaurant, and you can receive tips, and the wage

and sometimes these perceptions might be too

are the ones which provide abundant opportuni-

Interviewee: English proficiency, definitely. If you

of waiter could be 3000 dollars and more [monthly

subjective to be perfectly convincing. Since the em-

ties for low-skilled newcomers who do not speak

could not speak English, your wage would be 7 dol-

rate], whereas my wage is only 2500 dollars.

ployment agencies are the place in which jobs were

at least fair English. The participants of my inter-

lars per hour, and if you can speak fair English, then

distributed, and in which employers’ requirements

views mostly (13/16) did not possess fair English

your wage would be raised to 30-40 dollars per hour,

My observations in different employment agencies

were reflected and embodied, my method of rec-

language skills and could only understand very

that’s the difference.

indicate that the English language skill is not a nec-

onciling the danger of subjective discourse from

simple words. One of my respondents described

my interviewees is to compare interviewees’ nar-

his English language skill, which was common

When asked about his own job-finding situation,

men, the advertisements in employment agencies

ratives and my own observations in employment

among my interviewees:

Kwong, who used to be a busboy, told me:

80% are from jobs in back-kitchens, construction

glish and have not high educational degree, but if you

essary condition for immigrants to obtain a job. For

agencies. Through this way, the labor market no

teams, and delivery companies, which do not re-

longer merely exists in immigrants’ perceptions,

I could not speak English logically. Before I came into

You [referring to himself] could only work in the

quire them to communicate with customers face to

but also in the reality in which immigrants were

the U.S., I studied English for only one month, and

restaurant, since only jobs in the restaurant don’t ask

face. For women, the available jobs in employment

embedded and engaged.

all I know is simple words, such as “cherry,” “apple,”

you to speak English, I mean, in the kitchen area. It

agencies are primarily childcare jobs, and custom-

I could hardly speak in an intact sentence, I basically

is different if you work at the counter or be a waiter,

ers who came in contact with these Chinese employ-

know nothing about English grammar.

and in the kitchen, you don’t have to talk to custom-

ment agencies are also mostly Chinese middle-class

ers. The main job opportunities for us are the Chi-

families, so it is unnecessary to possess English lan-

Analysis
The purpose of this study was to find what fac-

This low degree of English proficiency has largely

nese restaurants. I am not in the same situation as

guage skills, as well. In the low-skilled labor market

tors affect immigrants’, especially newcomers’,

restrained not only immigrants’ job opportunities

you are, your students could speak good English,

like Flushing, possessing a certain degree of English

job-finding and job transitions in the low-skilled

but also their wages after they were recruited. In

and have knowledge. There are other ways for you.

proficiency would probably increase one’s wage by

labor market, how these factors affect immigrants

Flushing, some jobs require employees to commu-

If you want to find a job, you would not come here,

some hundred dollars, but since most of the jobs do

in labor market, and the mechanisms behind these

nicate with customers face to face, or respond to

you can work in the law firm, and make big money,

not require immigrants to have English proficiency,

factors.

phone calls from customers, which may occasion-

we are different.

there is no urgent need for newcomers to be able to
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speak English. Therefore, to some extent, English

cupations which do not require English language

educational background, or they will not recruit peo-

Aside from the unrecognized educational capital,

proficiency is not a necessary precondition for find-

skill because they think these opportunities would

ple from here. Just think about it, why will you recruit

another obstacle for Liu in finding a corresponding

ing a job in a low-skilled labor market like Flushing,

render their advantage pointless. Due to the scarci-

a cook or a worker who has a Bachelor’s degree?

job is his inadequate English language skill. Liu’s

but possessing English proficiency is a salient ad-

ty of ideal job opportunities for those immigrants,

vantage for increasing income. In terms of job tran-

English proficiency is not helpful for job-finding or

Another reason that educational achievement is

in the U.S., and he has received several offers from

sitions, immigrants who have some level of English

job transitions to these people. But, once one starts

unimportant to immigrants is the limited transfer-

middle-class White families, but he is concerned

proficiency are capable of finding better jobs as they

working, English proficiency saliently affects immi-

ability of educational capital from their countries of

that his inadequate English proficiency will affect

become familiar with the job market, but it does not

grants’ wages and working hours.

origins to the U.S. (Sanders, Nee, and Sernau 2002).

the diagnoses, so finally he turned down all these

One job-seeker, Yin, who has a Bachelor’s degree

offers. Now he is an unlicensed pharmacist who

from China, commented:

sells health products and provides simple diagno-

mean that it is easier to find a job. Since possessing English language skill is an important form of

Educational Achievement

ideal job is being a private doctor for a rich family

capital for them, many immigrants do not want to

ses for the customers. He earns less than 2000 dol-

engage in low end jobs, which account for the larg-

Usually, educational background is a basic mea-

There is an old saying in China: Those who have no

lars per month and has to care for his two daugh-

est proportion of the opportunities pool of jobs. As

surement for applicant’s capability in the labor

practical use are the literati. My major in college was

ters. Although he has a Bachelor’s degree in Chi-

a result, many only look for opportunities which of-

market, since educational background reflects

Russian language, I could speak Russian instead of

na, due to the lack of recognition of this degree in

fer a higher wage and shorter working hours, which

one’s ability to learn and capability from formal

English. Russian language is totally useless in here.

the U.S. and adequate English language skills, his

are relatively scarce in the low-skilled labor market.

institutions in society. However, in Flushing, ed-

Han, who used to be a faculty member at an art

ucational achievement seems not as significant as

Since the educational capital Yin holds is not in

his job does not seem as laborious as other manu-

school in China and could speak fluent English, was

it was in outside labor market. The primary rea-

popular demand in the Flushing’s labor market, he

al labor jobs in Flushing, his economic pressure is

seeking a job in an employment agency when I met

son is that job opportunities in Flushing mostly do

could not find a job through the educational capi-

still huge. Therefore, without a recognized diploma

with him. Han told me:

not ask for a strong educational background, and

tal he has. Some other educated immigrants, who

and fair English skills as preconditions, many im-

since most of these opportunities provided by the

studied popular majors in a Chinese college, still

migrants view their educational background as just

Because I could speak English, I will never want to

employers in Flushing were simple manual labor,

face the problem of transferability as their diploma

a piece of waste paper.

work in the back-kitchen. Working in the back-kitchen

these jobs could be accessed by anybody. Of my 16

or major is not acknowledged in the U.S. Liu, a tra-

is laborious, it will ruin my hands, you have to work

informants, only three had a Bachelor’s or above

ditional Chinese medicine doctor in China, now

Another example is Han, a former professor of dra-

there for ten or more hours one day and with only

degree, most (10/13) had not even attended high

works in a pharmacy store in Flushing, and he re-

ma history in China, who graduated from a famous

lower than 2000 dollars per month. Even if I could

school. At the employment agency I was observ-

marked when I asked him why he did not find a job

Chinese university and could speak fluent English.

not find a job right now, I would never work in the

ing, not even once did the boss, Miss Lee, ever ask

in the hospital:

Now he is a bellboy in a motel. When I asked him

back-kitchen, I would prefer to just wait. I just do not

about the educational background of job-seekers.

want to waste my capability of English.

When I asked about the importance of educational

First of all, I am a Chinese medicine doctor, I am in

achievement in job-finding, Cheng, a former taxi

a different system from the doctor here. Secondly,

driver in China, remarked:

if I would like to be a doctor here, I need a license,

Of course I would want to [find a corresponding job],

and I need to graduate from a medicine school to get

I would want to work in a theater or in a college, but

Therefore, in a low-skilled labor market, English
language skill is not a necessary precondition for

Bachelor’s degree is pointless to him, and even if

why he did not find a corresponding job in the U.S.,
he said:

job-finding, since in the co-ethnic environment,

The diploma is completely unimportant here, I have

a doctoral degree, it is hard for people at my age to

I have not gotten a legal status right now, so those jobs

more, and most of, job opportunities do not require

been to so many employment agencies, and nobody

do that. I mean, if I was younger, I probably would

are unavailable to me. As soon as I get the legal status

English language skills. Immigrants who possess

has ever mentioned my educational background, em-

consider about that, but now I am not that young,

and working permission, I will quit this job and find

English proficiency tend not to work in those oc-

ployers here will not anticipate people have strong

I have no money and energy to learn from zero.

new jobs outside here.
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Therefore, because the low-skilled labor market gen-

pearance (Pérez and Muñoz 2001). When some em-

erally does not offer job opportunities that require

ployers dared to hire undocumented immigrants,

a high educational background, educational attain-

these immigrants’ wages were lower than other em-

Well, I will confirm with the restaurant, but I think in

not public and caregivers are instead recruited by

ments are unnecessary and useless for finding a job

ployees who had legal status, since the employers

such a big mall, most of the shops only recruit legal im-

families. In my observations at the employment

within Flushing. For job transitions, educational

claimed that the lower wages were compensation for

migrants, but we will see, just wait here for a second.

agencies, female job-seekers are almost evenly

achievement would be helpful, especially for up-

the risks they were taking in hiring undocumented

ward mobilization in outside labor markets. Howev-

immigrants (Massey 2007). So what is the influence

Then she called back to the restaurant, and the em-

tus. When Miss Lee recommended a nanny to

er, several preconditions must be fulfilled in the first

of immigration status on immigrants’ job-finding

ployers’ answer was negative. Miss Lee said to this

an employer, she never mentioned the immigra-

place: a transferable educational degree, fair English

and job transitions in Chinese ethnic labor market?

young man:

tion status to the employer, in contrast with her

The young man said no, and Miss Lee remarked:

able from employment agencies for women are
exclusively nanny jobs. These jobs openings are

split between those with and without legal sta-

introductions of male immigrants to employers.

language skills, and legal immigration status. As all
these requirements are essential for American labors,

During my observation in the employment agency,

No, I can’t help, they only want a legal one, I think

Since there are more jobs with differing require-

the co-ethnic environment may shelter laborers who

every interaction I recorded between the boss, Miss

you should work out your legal status first, or you can

ments for immigration status available for male

do not possess these capabilities, and educational

Lee, and the immigrants involved the question of

hardly get this kind of good jobs, you are young, it

immigrants, having legal status would be a salient

achievement may be a form of human capital solely

“whether you have legal status?” Once Miss Lee re-

should be not hard for you to get legal status. It’s a pity,

advantage for male job-seekers. However, for fe-

relevant in the mainstream labor market. Therefore,

ceived a phone call from an employer who wanted

I thought you are very qualified for this job.

male immigrants, due to the scarcity of available

educational achievement is a supplemental type of

to recruit a busboy to work in a restaurant in a big

human capital for immigrants who are seeking jobs

shopping mall in Flushing. According to Miss Lee,

This example shows that some occupations in Flush-

a legal status does not increase women’s likeli-

both in Flushing and in the mainstream labor market.

this job was “very good,” since it required the em-

ing require employees to have legal status, either

hood of finding a job. In terms of job transitions,

ployee to work only 10 hours a day (which is few-

because of these occupations are all located in big

since immigrants who have legal status have more

er than the standard length of working hours in

malls, which always have internal contracts with the

job opportunities, they can easily shift into better

Flushing), and the monthly wage amounted to 2000

shops that ask the employers to conform to the law, or

occupations, and at the very least, it is easier to

Legal immigrants refer to immigrants who have at-

dollars, and was paid in cash with no need to pay

because they are more exposed to the public, which

change to a new job. For female immigrants, due

tained permanent residency in the U.S., or at least

taxes. Additionally, the busboy could receive tips

may easily incur the attention of law-enforcement.

the unimportance of immigration status to the la-

permission to legally work in the U.S. Of my six-

which would increase the monthly wage by 400-500

Although this young man was well-suited to this job,

bor market, having legal status is not helpful for

teen respondents, five had attained legal status ei-

dollars. After a while, one young Chinese man, who

he could not obtain it due to the lack of legal status.

female immigrants to find a new job.

ther through marriage with U.S. citizens or through

was around 24 years old, came in and said that he

Miss Lee once remarked: “Those jobs which require

successful application for political asylum, and the

needed a job. Miss Lee asked his personal informa-

legal status may not be good jobs, but those good jobs

rest were applying for political asylum to get a le-

tion, such as where he was from, how old was he,

require legal status,” which delineates the impact

gal status. In 1986, the Immigration Reform and

and whether he had worked in Flushing before. It

of the legal status requirement in the labor market.

In this section, I will explore the influence of im-

Control Act (IRCA) was implemented, which aimed

seemed that this young man met the requirements

While many job opportunities in Flushing do not re-

migrants’ former working experiences to their

to control the population of undocumented immi-

of the busboy position, and Miss Lee mentioned the

quire immigrants to have legal status, a legal status

job-finding and job transitions. When I was at the

grants (Todaro and Maruszko 1987). According to

job to him:

means that immigrants have more choice in the labor

employment agency doing my observations, the

market, and can find a good job more easily.

word “rookie” (shengshou), which refers to new-

Immigration Status

the IRCA, any employer who knowingly hires or

jobs that often do not require legal status, having

Working Experience

comers who do not have any relevant working

recruits undocumented immigrants would be pun-

Your qualifications are excellent, this busboy job is

ished. Research suggests that this Act resulted in

very suitable for you, easy work and fair wage. Wait,

However, for women, the legal status impacts the

experiences in China, was frequently used. The

the employers’ discrimination against foreign ap-

do you have working permission?

job-finding process differently. Most jobs avail-

counterpart of “rookie” is “veteran” (shushou),
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which refers to those who have relevant former

The transferability of former working experiences

could not find a job at one employment agency,

grant changes his or her job, he or she might have

working experiences. Cheng, a former taxi driver

is also a problem. Since the labor market in Flush-

they will then visit others nearby until they find

accumulated a certain degree of experience, but

in China, is a typical rookie. As of our interview,

ing provides much fewer job choices than the out-

a satisfactory job.

this impact may only exist in the transition from

Cheng worked in a construction team, and when

side labor market, the few job choices, which are

I asked whether he had relevant working experi-

concentrated mostly in the restaurants, construc-

Work experience is differentiated by those with

history may not matter as much over time. The dif-

ences in construction, he remarked:

tion teams, or supermarkets, seriously constrain

professional skills and those without professional

ference between the rookie and the veteran is not

the transferability of immigrants’ former working

skills, but the precondition is that work experience

determined by the length of working years, but

No, I have never thought that I would be a construc-

experiences. Only one of my respondents, who was

must satisfy the current demands of labor market,

rather by the number of relevant working expe-

tion worker, you know, in China, the construction

a cook, had the same occupation as the one he had

which means that the experience must be “relevant.”

riences they held in the past. For an employment

workers are the most bottom people in the society,

in China, and none of the rest could practice their

Therefore, in terms of job-finding, immigrants who

agency, if a client has ever had a similar job, they

nobody will work in a construction team if he has

former jobs in the U.S. Therefore, these immigrants,

have relevant work experience and professional

could be considered a veteran, even if he or she has

other choices, I knew I probably could no longer be

who do not have former relevant working experi-

skills have a significant advantage compared to im-

only worked at that job briefly. Therefore, for im-

a taxi driver here, but I never imagined that I would

ences and usually are low-skilled or facing the

migrants who have relevant work experience, but

migrants who have already transitioned from their

be a construction worker here.

non-transferability of educational achievements,

without professional skills. Immigrants who have

first jobs to their second jobs, the advantage of rele-

were referred to different low-end jobs within

relevant work experience without professional skills

vant working experience is no longer salient.

Yuen, who is a veteran, has worked in the back-kitch-

Flushing. Having former work experience also was

do not have an advantage compared to immigrants

en of different restaurants in Manhattan’s China-

not an important indicator for finding a job, since

who have only unrelated work experience in term of

town for many years. He described the difference

most immigrants could not perform the equivalent

finding a job, since employers usually prefer to hire

between having working experiences and not hav-

jobs in the U.S., whereas relevant work experience

those without work experiences to reduce the cost

In this section, I will analyze how social capital af-

ing experiences:

was often necessary. The cook could earn 3000 dol-

for low-skilled positions. However, once the veteran

fects immigrants’ job-finding and job transitions in

lars per month, and he proudly remarked:

immigrants find a job, they may enjoy a higher in-

a low-skilled labor market. Generally, social capital

come than rookie immigrants. For female newcom-

could be defined as the investment and use of em-

Rookies can only be a laborer in the kitchen, doing

the first job to the second job, and a longer work

Social Capital in the Low Wage Labor Market

things like cleaning, washing dishes, and other mis-

I could easily find a job, at least easier than the labor-

ers who are applying to childcare jobs, most of them

bedded resources in social relations for expected

cellaneous works. Since a cook needs professional

ers, since I have essential skills, everyone could be

are not single, and nearly all women have experi-

returns (Lin 2000). In other words, social capital re-

skills, a waiter needs to speak English, if you have

a laborer, but not everyone could be a cook.

ences of rearing their own children. Although these

fers to the resources that people may access through

women may have held different jobs before, they are

their social contacts. For job-finding, opening-posi-

neither of these skills, you can only be a laborer, but
there is a difference between the rookie laborer and

The cook’s comments confirm my observations

competent at caring for children and performing

tions information is one of the most important re-

the veteran laborer. I was a veteran laborer for many

in the employment agency: most of the male im-

housework, and having related work experience is

sources, as immigrants who had more knowledge

years, the veteran laborer could earn almost 500 dol-

migrants who were sitting in the waiting area for

not essential for finding childcare jobs. In terms of

of open positions, as well as better job information

lars higher monthly wage than the rookie laborer.

a whole afternoon or a whole day were all appli-

other available low-skilled jobs for women, such as

had a better chance of finding a job than those who

Actually, some bosses would prefer to hire the rook-

cants for laborer positions. However, whenever

jobs in nail salons, the importance of prior work ex-

knew little or had no job information (Nee, Sand-

ie laborer, since they do not need to pay more money

a cook visited the employment agency, Miss Lee

perience is similar to that for jobs targeted towards

ers, and Sernau 1994). In order to study the impact

for this simple work, no matter how many years you

would always have available opportunities for

male immigrants.

of the social capital, it is necessary to take immi-

have been a laborer, you are still a laborer, you are

him, and if the cook was satisfied with the job of-

still cleaning dishes, it does not mean that you can

fer, they would often get hired. Most cooks did not

Former work experience plays an interesting role

ation. Therefore, social capital in the labor market

clean better than others.

have to wait at an employment agency, and if they

in the job transitions. Since every time an immi-

refers to the efficient social ties that could provide
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substantive assistance for job-finding. The social

hour and tips, but in the winter, sometimes you can-

as those of their referrers. Therefore, social capital

I am an independent man, I don’t want to rely on

ties of immigrants determine how much informa-

not get even one job for three months, besides, it is

may improve the newcomers’ chances of getting

anyone. Moreover, my uncle could not find a job for

tion immigrants could get access to. Therefore, to

extremely laborious, I am old, I cannot carry heavy

a job in the labor market, since it provides the new-

me anyway, he is such an old man, and he is that sort

understand immigrants’ social capital, I will first

cargo up and down, this job is not suitable for me,

comers with important job information and new

of isolated old man, he barely talk to anybody, even

focus on how social ties enable immigrants to ob-

I want a job that is stable and not that laborious, so

social ties. However, given that the first job oppor-

his daughters. If I want to survive in the U.S., I could

tain access to their jobs, and secondly, how these

I quit after working there for one month.

tunities of the newcomers are mostly the same as

not rely on him, I mean, he could give me some mon-

those of their acquaintances, it is not guaranteed

ey now, but how long he could afford my expense?

Ping, a female Chinese immigrant, is now a nan-

that the first jobs are stable for the newcomers in

I must rely on myself.

ny in a Chinese family. She came here four years

the sense that the newcomers have limited choice

ago and her first childcare job was introduced by

in their first jobs and sometimes they might do not

Although the reason that Liu and Han did not re-

a woman from her hometown. She remarked:

like their first jobs.

quest help from friends or family members is be-

social ties affect immigrants’ job-finding and job
transitions.
The First Job
Since nearly all of the interviewees (15/16) had

cause they want to keep their dignity, another rea-

work experiences in the U.S., I asked them how

You know, there are some hometown associations

For those who did not find their first jobs through

son might be that these social ties are not efficient

they obtained their first jobs in the U.S. The first

in Flushing, earlier immigrants could share their

their social networks, their first jobs were always

for their job-finding at this moment. Liu’s friends

jobs of these 15 immigrants were mostly obtained

living and working experiences in the U.S. to the

introduced through more impersonal sources such

actually are among the middle-class and are work-

through (12/15) introductions by their friends,

new members. One friend of mine introduced me to

as employment agencies or newspaper advertise-

ing in high ranking occupations in the U.S., but

family members, or co-township organizations,

their association, she told me that I could find a job

ments. The primary reason for immigrants to use

Liu’s current English proficiency and profession-

who immigrated earlier than they did. Liang was

there, and the members there are all old ladies who

these channels to find their first job was that they

al skill set are not adequate for the high ranking

searching for a job in the employment agency

are from [their city of origin]. My first job was in-

generally lack efficient social ties in the U.S. Liu,

jobs that his friends might offer him. However, if

when I met him, and his first job in the U.S. was

troduced by a sister [referring to a woman from the

the traditional Chinese medicine doctor, obtained

he wanted to find a job in Flushing, a relatively

in a construction team. This job was introduced

same hometown] there, she was leaving for China

his first job through one employment agency:

low-skilled labor market, his middle-class friends

by a friend who was also working in the same

at that time, and her employer wanted her to rec-

construction team. When discussing his first job,

ommend a replacement, and I was seeking a job, so

My first job was delivering cargo for a Chinese su-

faced a similar situation—although his uncle lived

Liang remarked:

she asked me whether I wanted to take that job, and

permarket, I got this job through Miss Lee’s employ-

in the U.S. for many years, Han could not get effec-

I just took it.

ment agency. Yes, I have several college classmates in

tive help from his uncle because of his uncle’s old

the U.S., some of them are working in law firms and

age and social isolation, rendering this social tie
ineffective, as well.

My first job was introduced by a friend of mine, he

were unlikely to be able to provide assistance. Han

has been working in the construction team for many

For Liang and Ping, their first jobs were all ob-

big corporations. I feel ashamed to ask them to offer

years in the U.S., and he is quite familiar with the

tained through introductions by their acquain-

a job to me, besides their jobs might not be suitable for

boss of that construction team. Before I came here,

tances in the U.S. These friends or acquaintances

my capability, as well, so I would rather find a job in

The utility of social ties varies and depends on

he promised me that he could help me find a job

are one aspect of their social capital in the sense

Flushing.

their efficiency. Efficient social ties do not mean the

here, so I came. I am grateful that he introduced that

that these acquaintances provide newcomers with

job to me, although that job is not a very good job.

employment information or introduce them to

The college professor, Mr. Han, has an uncle in New

ties theory. Granovetter’s theory might be suitable to

The biggest problem with the construction team is

the larger local networks that may contain more

York. His uncle is 80 years old, and used to be a doc-

explain the networks in a diverse and mainstream

that the income is unstable, since this work is sea-

job opportunities. The interesting phenomenon is

tor in the U.S. for many years. When I asked him

labor market, but in a co-ethnic low-skilled labor

sonal. In the summer, there is a lot of work to do, and

that the jobs of the newcomers who found them

why he did not ask his uncle to find a job for him,

market, while each job-seeker might have different

you can earn a fair income, like fifteen dollars per

through their social capital are always the same

he said:

networks, these networks are mostly embedded in
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Flushing, which means that these networks are es-

Job Transitions

sentially similar to each other in utility. Therefore,

day you have to pay back. And I don’t think they

servation in Flushing, using original social ties for

have better job opportunities for me, if they have

one or two times are the most common cases for

no matter if these different ties are strong ties or

Among the 15 out of 16 participants who had work

they will go, I don’t want to work in the construction

newcomers finding jobs, but fewer interviewees

weak ties, the strength of ties is not the determin-

experience in the U.S., all of them also experienced

team anymore.

use original social ties finding jobs for more than

ing factor of job-finding in Flushing. The essence of

job transitions. Usually, immigrants’ first jobs did

the problem is whether or not the social ties are effi-

not last very long—among these participants, the

Kwong’s first job was introduced by his father, who

tion to newcomers after it was utilized for 4 times

cient, which is more relevant to Burt’s contention of

longest first job lasted for 6 months, and the shortest

immigrated before him, but he quit that job after

and more. The second factor is that using “weak

the structural holes, that is, opportunities would be

only lasted for 3 days. Not all job transitions were

a couple of months, and was also looking for new

ties” is costly. Although having different social ties

available only when the holes among networks were

voluntary or desired by the immigrants, as some-

jobs in the employment agencies:

amounts to having control over a certain degree of

bridged (Burt 1992; Sanders, Nee, and Sernau 2002),

times employers fired immigrants. In this section,

which also indicates that for people in different net-

I focus on social capital’s influence on immigrants’

I do not need my father to introduce jobs to me, I

equivalent exchange is often expected. For this rea-

works, if the holes between different networks are

job transitions rather than the reasons for immi-

am an adult and I have lived in Flushing for several

son, when newcomers have gained enough knowl-

not bridged, then the assistance could barely trans-

grants’ job transitions.

years, I am familiar with here, my father may not

edge about the labor market, they do not want to

know more than I know, I could find a job by myself.

use their social ties, since they feel they are indebted

fer from one network to another, which may lead

3 times. It seems original social ties lost its attrac-

social capital, using these social ties is not free, as an

to any existing social ties pointless. For many inter-

All interviewees were recruited at the employment

viewees, some social ties are inefficient because the

agencies, and through my interviews with them,

Although most immigrants have some efficient so-

provide newcomers with important job informa-

interviewees themselves do not possess adequate

one interesting phenomenon emerges. After their

cial ties in the labor market given that these ties

tion, these ties are still located within similar net-

capability to bridge the holes between themselves

first jobs, immigrants no longer mainly rely on their

were often a factor in the decision to migrate to a to-

works as those of newcomers; in other words, the

and the high end networks or other available net-

social ties to find a new job. Liang worked in several

tally new environment, there are several factors that

information controlled by earlier immigrants is al-

works are not actually helpful, and they do not

different occupations after his first job in the con-

may cause the social tie to lose efficiency. First, over

ways relevant to their own occupations, and if new-

intend to bridge the gaps between networks at all.

struction team, and every new occupation after the

time, when immigrants become familiar with the la-

comers are not suited to the occupations of earlier

Therefore, efficient social ties for low-skilled immi-

first one was introduced by the employment agen-

bor market, they will acquire their own knowledge

immigrants, they can transfer into a different field,

grants are those in the similar networks with the

cies. When I asked the reason why he did not ask his

of where to find a job, and how to assess the quality

and the once efficient social ties became unhelpful.

informants, and those which provide accessible in-

friend for help, he remarked:

of a job opportunity. As newcomers become famil-

Therefore, when finding the first jobs, efficient social

iar with local circumstances, this advantage of ear-

ties are helpful, but the efficiency declines dramati-

[Asking for help] is unnecessary, I worked in the

lier immigrants from their knowledge of Flushing

cally after immigrants’ first jobs.

construction team for two months, and after that

vanishes. Therefore, the original social ties are no

Research suggests that reliance on social ties is most

I have adapted to the life here, and I know how to

longer meaningful to newcomers, since newcomers

common for moves into jobs of low occupational

find a job by myself, I know where those employ-

are now informed, as well. The duration of adap-

prestige that have low human capital requirements

ment agencies are, and which newspapers have em-

tation varies, some people may take longer time to

From my interviews and observations in the Flush-

(Sanders, Nee, and Sernau 2002). Overall, social

ployment advertisements, there is no need to solicit

be independent and adapt to circumstances (which

ing Chinese ethnic enclave, I find that English lan-

ties may provide potential job opportunities for

help from my friends. It is embarrassing to ask them

means not to rely on original social ties), and per-

guage skills have little influence on immigrants’

job-seekers in Flushing, especially for immigrants’

for help. I mean, for the first job, since that was your

sonal willing plays a significant role in this setting,

job-finding, since Flushing is a large co-ethnic com-

first jobs in the U.S., but social ties’ utility is not

first time in the city, it is reasonable to ask them for

so time is not a very suitable measure in this case,

munity and provides a large number of occupations

guaranteed, as the utility depends on whether the

help, but people will feel annoyed if you keep asking

and frequency of using social ties would be better

that do not require employees to speak any English.

social ties are efficient or not.

them for help. If you ask friends for help, some other

for explaining newcomers’ behaviors. From my ob-

Therefore, for both finding a job and job transitions,

formation rather than desirable and prestigious but
not feasible opportunities.
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to their benefactors. Although some social ties may
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English proficiency is not a distinct advantage, and

Former working experiences may facilitate immi-

which more suitable job opportunities are provid-

market. In the labor market, the most significant

sometimes may even restrain immigrants from ob-

grants’ job-finding and job transitions, but this in-

ed, but not helpful in a co-ethnic labor market like

form of social capital is immigrants’ social ties.

taining a job. This outcome is because immigrants

fluence only occurs for job opportunities that re-

Flushing.

Having social ties will facilitate immigrants in

who can speak English always have higher expec-

quire professional skills, and depends on whether

tations of their prospective jobs, and the opportuni-

these former professional skills are relevant to the

In terms of social capital, this study found that the

ever, as I have argued above, their social ties must

ties of which are much fewer than that of the low-

demands of the labor market.

“weak ties” theory (Granovetter 1973) is not suit-

be efficient not in the sense of the strength of social

able for accounting for the mechanism of job-find-

ties, but in the sense that these social ties should

er-waged jobs that do not require English proficien-

finding their first jobs in the labor market. How-

cy. However, once immigrants find a job, those with

All in all, the most useful forms of human capital

ing in the co-ethnic labor market, since workers

be able to either directly provide immigrants with

English language skills will earn more wage than

for immigrants to find a job in Flushing are those

who reside and work in the ethnic enclave usually

a job or with more knowledge about their new en-

their counterparts who do not speak English.

relevant to the demands of the labor market. Here,

share the similar social networks with each other,

vironment. And as immigrants become familiar

relevant former working experience in demand jobs

and the shortage of recruitment information is the

with local circumstances, combined with the un-

Concerning educational attainment, Flushing is

is the most helpful form of human capital for im-

primary problem that troubled nearly all the new-

willingness of using their social ties (usually oc-

inundated with low skilled job opportunities, and

migrants’ job-finding. For instance, the interview-

comers, and both the strong ties and weak ties in

curs after 3 times of using original social times),

most opportunities that are suitable to newcomers

ee who worked as a cook could easily find a job in

the ethnic enclave could not provide diverse and

the formerly efficient social ties are not as useful

are menial labor and do not require educational at-

a restaurant in the sense that they can select from

abundant information for the newcomers. There-

as they were initially. Therefore, after immigrants’

tainment. Additionally, educational attainment in

several choices, whereas immigrants without rele-

fore, the strength of social ties does not adequately

first few jobs, social ties do not have much influ-

immigrants’ countries of origin may not be trans-

vant working experience may not have this range of

explain how jobs are found in the co-ethnic labor

ence on immigrants’ job-transitions.

ferable in the U.S. Therefore, higher educational at-

choices available to them. As Kwong stated, it is the

tainment might be an advantage outside of Flush-

jobs that choose immigrants, and not the reverse.

ing, but newcomers’ educational attainment does

For other forms of human capital, such as English

not affect their job-finding and job transitions in the

proficiency, job opportunities that require employ-

Chinese ethnic enclave.

ees to have English proficiency and those that do
not have huge differences in their wages and quan-
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